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Ask Me by Suzy Lee. As a little girl and her father take a walk together, the girl directs her dad 

to ask her questions about what she likes. Dad's dutiful answer is printed in purple: "What do 

you like?" Energetically she answers with a list. Sometimes dad presses for details. So they 

proceed through their day, celebrating the brief but precious time when children are gaining a 

sense of self and exploring the power that comes with it. 40 pages. 

What If Everybody Did That? by Ellen Javernick. If you drop just one soda can out the 

window, it's no big deal ... right? But what if everybody did that? What if everybody broke the 

rules ... and spoke during story time, didn't wash up, or splashed too much at the pool? Then 

the world would be a mess. But what if everybody obeyed the rules so that the world would 

become a better place? 32 pages. 

Robinson by Peter Sis. When Peter shows up at the costume contest dressed as his favorite 

adventurer, Robinson Crusoe, all his friends do is laugh. Downtrodden, Peter staggers home 

and goes straight to bed. There he drifts off into a fever dream of a desert island. Peter is alone 

on the island, save for some friendly animals, and like Robinson Crusoe, he must learn how to 

survive alone. 48 pages.  

 

Hathaway Brown Kindergarten Summer Reading 

 
Dear Rising Kindergarten Families: 

 

We have compiled this selected list of special books in a variety of categories to 

help you make selections for summer reading. Of course, you will find many more 

books at your public library, where you can also join a Summer Reading Club. We 

hope you have a wonderful summer of reading together as a family and enjoying 

other fun activities.  

 

Newer and Noteworthy: 

 

 

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

I Hear a Pickle, and Smell, See, Touch and Taste It Too! 

Author and illustrator, Rachel Isadora focuses, in five color-coded sections,  one sense at a time, on 

progressing from hearing to smelling, seeing, touching, and tasting.  Readers can track their 

progress with a list in the upper right of each spread. 

 

 

 

 

 

When is a counting book not just a counting book? When it creates art too. In 1 Big Salad, author 

Juana Median transforms photographed vegetables into wonderfully expressive animals. The roots 

of two radishes make perfect mouse tails after Medina draws on ears, legs, and snouts; leafy red 

lettuce transforms into the manes of seven lions, and citrus wedges become the bodies of "ten 

clementine kitties," shown stretching, leaping, licking themselves, and napping. Adding in avocado, 

peppers, walnuts, and a few other items, Medina leaves readers with "one big delicious salad" 

 

 

 

In The Cookie Fiasco by Mo Willems and Dan Santat, a book within a book, readers are greeted 

by Elephant and Piggie, who are ready to share "some of their favorite books" with readers. Santat 

tackles the subject of division in a way that young kids will relate to--figuring out how to split up 

cookies fairly. The characters include a nervous purple hippo, a crocodile, a squirrel with pigtails, 

and a blue squirrel with glasses. They have a problem. There are four of them and only three 

cookies. How will they divide them up equally?  64 pages. 

 

 

 

As a new school year begins, it isn't just the students who have worries. In School’s First Day of 

School by Adam Rex, the building doesn't quite know what to expect either, and comments it has 

overheard such as "I don't like school" aren't helping. "Maybe it (school) doesn't like you either," 

thinks the school in response. But even amid lunchtime spills and an embarrassing fire drill 

"accident," the school comes to understand that it was made for the many, sometimes noisy and 

messy activities of the school day. 40 pages. 

 

 

 

 

Ming goes to School, (Deirdre Sullivan) where she learns to say hello and good-bye. She meets 

new friends and introduces them to old friends (including her favorite teddy). She builds 

sandcastles and makes snow angels; she traces, glitters, and glues. She is so fearless that when 

held at sword point, she even walks the plank! And when she's playing in the mud, she reaches 

out and touches the worms with her bare hands. But despite those brave deeds, she isn't quite 

ready for the big red slide--not yet. 32 pages. 

 

 



Lucy, a striped cat, knows how to do everything. The other animals line up to have Lucy help 

them. But everything changes when a panda named Toshi arrives from "far away." He does 

things differently. Toshi uses chopsticks, his “gymnastics” are like nothing Lucy has ever seen 

and when he starts folding a paper star Lucy can't contain her growing frustration and angrily 

shouts out, "That's NOT How You Do It!" However, when Toshi presents her with a beautifully 

folded paper crane, she realizes that maybe this newcomer can teach her something, too. From 

author Ariane Hofmann-Maniyar.  

 

 

 

In A Small Thing...But Big by Tony Johnston, it's a glorious day in a park: big trees line the 

avenues, and water sparkles in a fountain. Visiting with her mother, Lizzie encounters an elegantly 

dressed elderly gentleman who is walking his dog, Cecile. The dog seems nice, but Lizzie is 

fearful. Cecile's owner sees that Lizzie wants to be brave, however, and with quiet encouragement 

and a little humor ("Does she bite?" asks Lizzie. "Only her food," says the man), Lizzie sheds her 

fears step by step. 40 pages. 

 

 

Author Emily MacKenzie introduces us to Ralfy, a rather uncommon rabbit in Wanted! Ralfy 

Rabbit, Book Burglar. Rather than munch on carrots or romp in the meadow like most bunnies, 

Ralfy prefers to read (and read and read). Ralfy loves books not just for their ability to take him to 

new worlds, but for their smell and the sound of their pages turning. His passion for reading is so 

great that he begins to steal books from people’s homes. His thievery is soon discovered by Arthur, 

a young boy who loves books as much as Ralfy. Arthur forgives the misguided rabbit because he 

understands the powerful pull books can have on a person (or bunny) and takes Ralfy to a special 

place where he can (legally) satisfy his hunger for books. 32 pages.  

 

 

Big Cat, Little Cat by Elisha Cooper is about the circle of life, "There was a cat // who lived alone. / 

Until the day // a new cat came." The big white cat meets the little black cat and shows it how to be 

a cat: when to drink and when to eat, where to potty, and when to nap. The black cat grows up, 

and the two do everything together: climbing, hunting, exploring, and (sometimes) going wild--but 

just for a short time. Years go by, and the white cat gets older. One day the black cat is alone...and 

that is hard "for everyone." With quiet grace, Cooper delivers the message that love persists 

through loss. 40 pages. 

 

 

From author Lane Smith, it was A Perfect Day for Cat basking in the sunshine, for Dog frolicking 

in a plastic pool, for Chickadee enjoying the birdseed--even Squirrel was relishing a corncob. Then 

bear lumbers onto the scene and--well, it WAS a perfect day. The humorous surprise ending will 

make children laugh as they ponder the concept of perfect--what is perfect for one, may not be 

perfect for another. 32 pages. 

 

 

Reworking a Cuban folktale, that authors Pat Mora and Libby Martinez entitle ¡Bravo, Chico 

Canta! ¡Bravo!  the authors introduce opera-loving mouse Mrs. Canta and her large family who 

live in a theater and love the performing arts. Mrs. Canta speaks Cricket, Spider, Moth, Spanish, 

English and Italian. Chico saves the day with his languages when a family production of Three 

Little Pigs is nearly spoiled by Little Gato-Gato and he leads the audience in a loud chorus of 

"Bow-wow! Bow-wow! Bow-wow!" that averts the threat.  



 

Occasional arguments and the need to mend a friendship are universal challenges. On 

Planet Boborp, "teef are long and tempers are short," yet two lookalike pink and purple aliens 

"have been best frints since they were little blobbies." When Yelfred receives a spossip 

(spaceship) for his blurfday, Omek takes it for a spin and schmackles it to pieces. Yelfred 

bites Omek's tail off ("Luckily, on Boborp, tails grow back") and calls him a "double-dirt 

bleebo." After cooling down, they fix the vehicle with "taypo" and a "sturpler," restoring their 

frintship. 40 pages. 

 

 

In Angela Dominguez’ book, How Do You Say? ¿Cómo se dice?, a Spanish-speaking giraffe 

and an English-speaking giraffe meet and they discover friendship has no language barriers. 

And as they eat and drink, they get to greet. "Hello? / Hola?" and "Good day! / Buenos dias!" 

lead to "Happy / Feliz" and "Friends? / Amigos?" and a shared, enthusiastic "OK." Time now 

to celebrate: "Party! / Fiesta!" And after that? "Nap? / Siesta?" of course! The final two-page 

spread shows a tangle of balloons and giraffes sharing Zzzzs.  

 

The Story Book Knight; Even dragons love a good story by Helen & Thomas Docherty. 

(They also wrote the delightful story, The Snatchabook.) 32 pages. 

Leo was a gentle knight 

in thought and word and deed. 

While other knights liked fighting,  

Leo liked to sit and read... 

When Leo's mom and dad pack him off to fight a dragon, he takes a shield, a sword--and a 

pile of his favorite books. 

But can a story be as mighty as a sword?  32 pages. 

 

 

In Together Always by Edwina Wyatt, Goat and Pig are best friends who do everything 

together in their little orchard. But one day, Goat wants to venture out in the world . . . while 

Pig wants to stay home. And for the first time, they're physically apart. But the friends discover 

that no matter where you are, when you love each other you're always together in your 

thoughts and your heart. 48 pages. 

 

 

 

Lotus & Feather by Ji-li Jiang 

A winter illness left Lotus, a little girl, without a voice and without friends. A hunter's bullet left 

Feather, a crane, injured and unable to fly. As Lotus nurses Feather back to health, their bond 

grows. Soon Feather is following Lotus everywhere, even to school!  40 pages. 

 

 

 

In Charlotte’s Very Own Dress by Trisha Krauss, Charlotte is the youngest of six girls in the 

lavish Bartlett-Kruger household. While she enjoys playing with her sisters and welcomes their 

outgrown toys, Charlotte dislikes being stuck with their hand-me-down clothes. When their 

parents plan a fancy dress-up party, the girls anticipate wearing a stylish new outfit, all except 

Charlotte, who expects to be the wallflower of the group. 40 pages. 

 

 



 

 

Beautiful by Stacy McAnulty is filled with wit and musings on what it means for a young girl to 

be beautiful. The illustrations evoke a feeling of uniqueness, independence, and strength, 

defining beauty through diversity, talents, and passions. Girls are playing football, eating 

messy oranges, digging in the mud, laughing at themselves, and flying like birds on swings.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Seven Princesses by Smiliana Coh.  

Once upon a time, there were seven princess sisters who did everything together, from 

horseback riding to jumping in royal leaf piles to throwing legendary pianata parties. But one 

day, they had the biggest fight in the entire history of princess fighting. There was no worse 

sound than the sound of this fight. Will the sisters ever find a way to fill their kingdom with 

sounds of laughter and playing again? 40 pages. 

 

 

 

 

 

Poor Louie by Tony Fucile 

This story of a displaced "sibling" centers on a tiny dog named Louie, the indulged pet of a 

young urban couple. He sits at the dinner table with them, and they buy him cute sweaters: 

"Yep. Life was pretty perfect with just the three of us." Then the couple's friends start having 

babies, and soon it's supper on the floor for Louie, and name-choosing sessions ("Pablo, 

Packard, Patrick, Paul...") instead of movies in bed.  

 

 

 

 

Little Wolf’s First Howli by Laura McGee Kvasnosky 

As night falls, a canine father and son head to a hilltop for an important rite of passage. First, 

Little Wolf watches as Big Wolf models proper howling form: he stands tall, points his muzzle 

skyward, and sings out a thrilling "AAAAOOOO..." Eager to give it a try, Little Wolf echoes the 

classic cry but can't stop himself from adding a few ear-pleasing, embellishments ("dibbity 

dobbity skibbity skobbity/skooo-woooo-woooo..." 32 pages. 

 

 

 

 

In Please, Please the Bees by Gerald Kelley, Benedict has a pretty sweet life for a bear. Every 

morning the bees leave a jar of honey on his doorstep, and every day he has honey for 

breakfast and honey in his tea. It's an important part of his day. But all that changes when the 

bees go on strike. Now it's up to Benedict to listen to the bees, and he realizes there's a lot 

more he could be doing to help them. 32 pages. 

 

 

 



New Early Readers and Popular Series: 

 
 

Author Molly Idle’s wordless picture books with interactive flaps. In Flora 

and the Flamingo, Flora and her graceful flamingo friend explore dance 

with a twist, a turn, and even a flop, until these unlikely friends learn at last 

how to dance together in perfect harmony. Flora takes to the ice In Flora 

and the Penguin and forms an unexpected friendship. Flora learns, in 

Flora and the Peacocks, about a three-way friendship and dance. 

 
 

English/Spanish. In Marisol McDonald Doesn’t Match by Monica 

Brown, the lively Marisol, who is Peruvian-Scottish-American, has 

brown skin and hair "the color of fire." In Marisol McDonald and the 

Clash Bash: Marisol McDonald y La Fiesta Sin Igual, turns eight and 

throws a fabulously mismatched party. In Marisol McDonald and the 

Monster: Marisol McDonald y El Monstruo Marisol confronts her fear 

of monsters and unfamiliar nighttime noises. 32, 40, 32 pages. 

 

 

In Duck, Duck Porcupine by Salina Yoon, three friends, a Big Duck, Little Duck, and Porcupine star 

in a trio of stories that blend elements of picture books, chapter books, and comics. Told entirely 

through dialogue between Big Duck and Porcupine (Little Duck never speaks), two stories follow the 

friends efforts to go picnicking and camping. In the remaining story, Big Duck, who attempts to 

remember something she has forgotten (Porcupine’s birthday). 64 pages.  

 

 

In this new series, a lovable dog helps his human girl solve 

mysteries. In King and Kayla and the Case of the Missing Dog 

Treats King and Kayla are playing fetch with their friends, Jillian 

and Thor King’s ball goes missing! King and Kayla must put 

together the clues to figure out where it went and who has it. The 

other two titles available in this series so far are: King & Kayla and 

the Case of the Secret Code and King & Kayla and the Case of 

the Mysterious Mouse. 

 

 

Mo Willems' beginning-reader superstars share their favorite books with readers in the new series, 

Elephant & Piggie Like Reading! In the first book, We Are Growing! an exciting thing is happening. 

The grass is growing! One blade grows tall, another grows curly, and two grow pointy. As these 

changes occur, the blades of grass declare what it is that makes them unique--all but one, that is. 

The last blade of grass has no distinguishing feature of note, and no matter how much the group 

wrack their brains, they can't figure it out. Then, the great equalizer, the lawn mower, comes along. It 

takes this event for the blade to discover his special quality.  64 pages. 

 

Lottie Paris, energetic, imaginative, and filled with positive self-worth, 

invites readers to share her joy in living. Lottie Paris Lives Here  

touches on moments with Papa Pete, rides on park swings, sloppy dog 

kisses, and finally a rest. In Lottie Paris and the Best Place Lottie 

Paris goes to the library, her favorite place in the world, and makes a 

new friend. By Angela Johnson.  32 pages.  

 



Classics and Enduring Favorites: 

 
In Why Mosquitoes Buzz in People’s Ears by Verna Aardema, Mosquito tells Iguana a tall tale 

that sets off a chain reaction that ends in jungle disaster. Iguana is so upset at being told such 

nonsense that he plugs his ears. So, of course, when Python says good morning, Iguana doesn't 

hear and ignores him altogether. Python suspects Iguana is plotting mischief, so he hides in a 

rabbit hole, which terrifies Rabbit. And so this amusing African legend goes, until finally the chain 

of mishaps reaches Mother Owl, who reacts by refusing to hoot and wake in the sun. 32 pages. 

 

Before she goes to bed, Margaret wishes on the North Star for an adventure on a special ship -- 

named for her -- and someone special for company. Soon, she’s sailing the waves on The 

Maggie B., with her baby brother James along for the adventure. There are exciting places to 

go and new things to see, and even when a late afternoon thunderstorm churns the waves, 

Margaret knows just how to comfort James, playing her fiddle until he’s soothed to sleep. By 

Irene Haas. 32 pages. 

 

After their home is destroyed by a fire, Rosa, her mother, and grandmother save their coins to 

buy a really comfortable chair for all to enjoy. The jar of coins is full. The day has come to buy A 

Chair for My Mother - the big, fat, comfortable, wonderful chair they have been saving for. The 

chair that will replace the one that was burned up - along with everything else - in the terrible fire. 

By Vera B. Williams. 32 pages. 

 

 

In Bea & Mr. Jones by Amy Schwartz, Bea Jones is bored with kindergarten. Really bored. Her 

dad is fed up with being stuck in an office. Really, really fed up. So Bea and Mr. Jones decide to 

change places. Neither kindergarten nor the office will ever be the same.  

32 pages.  

 
 

This original folktale set in Cameroon is full of adventure and sly humor. Lloyd Alexander's story 

of a young man visiting -- and then becoming -- the village fortune-teller is brought to vibrant life 

with some of Caldecott Medalist Trina Schart Hyman's most memorable artwork. A tale for all 

ages, The Fortune-tellers is a funny, playful story. 32 pages. 

 

 

"There was a girl in the village who loved horses... She led the horses to drink at the river. She 

spoke softly and they followed. People noticed that she understood horses in a special way."  

And so begins the story, The Girl Who Loved Wild Horses, by Paul Goble, of a young Native 

American girl devoted to the care of her tribe's horses. With simple text and beautiful illustrations, 

the tale tells how the girl eventually transforms to forever run free. 32 pages. 

 

 

 

In the Hello, Goodbye Window by Norton Juster, a curly haired girl -who dances with wiggly 

energy in Raschka's lush paintings -describes playful visits to her Nanna and Poppy, whose 

kitchen window provides the perfect place to say hello and goodbye. "You can climb up on the 

flower barrel and tap," she says, "then duck down and they won't know who did it." Her 

grandparents welcome her into a sunlit, spacious kitchen filled with plants, where she doodles 

and listens to Poppy play "Oh, Susannah" on the harmonica. At night, the "Hello, Goodbye 

Window" functions as a mirror, and the girl jokes about being outside looking in. 32 pages. 



 

In Over the Ocean, a girl who stands at the ocean’s shore, her back to readers, doesn’t move  in 

this breezy story, first published in Japan in 1979 and rooted in a familiar question: “What is over 

the ocean?” The bottom third of each spread remains static, showing the girl on a stretch of 

beach; above, however, are changing imagined scenes, including striped and checkerboard 

skyscrapers, kids zipping around on amusement-park rides, and a menagerie of stylized animals. 

The girl’s imagination makes repeated leaps across the sea as author Taro Gomi follows each 

question with a string of answers and further questions, thereby inviting readers to add to the 

girl’s guesses by using their own imagination. 36 pages. 

 

It's summer in the city and a three-week drought has made the heat nearly unbearable. "Come on, 

Rain!" Tess pleads to the sky as listless vines and parched plants droop in the endless heat. Then 

the clouds roll in and the rain pours. And Tess, her friends, and their mothers join in together in a 

rain dance to celebrate the shower that renews both body and spirit. By Karen Hesse, Come On, 

Rain! Is lyrically written and beautifully illustrated. 32 pages. 

 

 

Poetry and Books in Verse: 

 
Owl Sees Owl by Laura Godwin. "Soar/Glide/Swoop/Swoosh." A young owlet leaves his nest one 

night for a solo adventure--and, by the light of the moon, sees his reflection in the water. 

"Owl/Sees/Owl." Startled, he makes his way back home, where he finds safety in the comfort of 

his nest. "Sister/Brother/Mama/Home." With only a few words per page, this poetic picture book is 

inspired by reverso poetry. 40 pages. 

 

 

 

Three-time Caldecott Honor-recipient, Mo Willems, is the author of Nanette’s Baguette, a tale of 

good intentions. Nanette is a French schoolgirl in a quaint straw hat and plaid skirt. Her mother 

hands her a coin and sends her to the bakery: "Getting to get the baguette is Nanette's biggest 

responsibility yet. Is Nanette set to get the baguette? You bet!" She sees four friends, but cannot 

linger: " 'Gotta jet! I've got a baguette to get, ' says Nanette to the quartet." Baker Juliette sells 

Nanette a loaf, and the girl samples a warm bite, cannot control her impulse, and...droops home 

"beset with regret." 40p 

 

 

 

Dr. Potts, My Pets Have Spots! By Rod Hull and Miriam Latimer.  

When Mr. Betts’s eight different pets develop spots, he takes them to the vet. Dr. Potts’s 

medicine cures the spots, but gives them stripes instead! This hilarious rhyming story rollicks 

along from one problem to the next as Dr. Potts finally cures Mr. Betts’s wacky collection of pets. 

32 pages. 

 

 

 

Wake Up! By Helen Frost.  

New life abounds in the animal kingdom--"Wake up," says the sun, and look at all that there is to 

discover! Gorgeous full-page photographs of animals in their natural habitat accompany Frost's 

rhyming poem. Young children will love identifying the creatures that they see on the pages and 

guessing at the riddle like stanzas of the poem. 32 pages. 



 

-"You can grow your own farm anywhere" is the empowering message of Anywhere Farm by 

Phyllis Root. All you need are soil, sun, water, and a seed. You can plant a farm in an empty lot, 

a pot, a box, or even a shoe. You can share your seeds with others to spread the food and fun. 

Where does it all start? 

What do you need? 

Just one farmer -you- 

and one little seed. 

 

 

With a lot of imagination and some creative contortions, a little girl pretends that she and her 

adored stuffed monkey fit right in with tribes of penguins, kangaroos, bats, elephants and 

monkeys. A catchy refrain sets up each scenario: Monkey and me, / Monkey and me, / Monkey 

and me, / We went to see.... Readers can take a moment to guess which species the feisty 

pigtailed narrator is miming before a turn of the page shows the relevant animals at their antic 

best. 32 pages. 

 

 

 

In One Tiny Turtle by Nicola Davies, a Loggerhead turtle swims the ocean for 30 years, 

wandering thousands of miles in her search for food, until one summer night she returns to the 

very same beach where she was born to lay her own eggs. An International Reading 

Association Teacher's Choice. 28 pages. 

 

 

 

 

In Flowers are Calling, author Rita Gray establishes a playful pattern: In each of three 

double-page spreads, she pairs a nonpollinating animal and a pollinator. "Flowers are 

calling a little black bear. / No, not a bear! He doesn't care. // They're calling a butterfly / to 

dip from the air." An anchoring spread names the three preceding plants, providing prose 

nuggets about their pollinators' preferences. "Hummingbirds use their long tongues to 

reach the nectar hidden in deep tubular flowers, and hover as they drink." Concluding 

prose invites children to examine flowers for elements like pattern, shape and smell, 

explaining how pollinators utilize these attributes. 32 pages. 

 

 

Nonfiction, Biographies, and Books Based on True Stories and Events: 

 
 

In the first pages of The Big Book of Bugs by Yuval Zommer, children learn that bugs live 

nearly everywhere on the planet and gain tips on how to become a young bug spotter. As the 

book continues, the scenic compositions on each page are dedicated to key groups of bugs, 

including beetles, moths, butterflies, bees, snails, crickets, grasshoppers, worms, and spiders. 

Some spreads approach the world of bugs thematically, such as bugs that come out at night, 

baby bugs, and life cycles, how bugs hide and show off, and how some bugs love to live in your 

home. The conversational, funny text is also full of facts that will astonish children and adults, 

and accompanied by Yuval Zommer's colorful illustrations. 63 pages.  



 
Who grows our juicy fruits and yummy vegetables? Who raises animals for our tasty eggs, milk 

and meat? Who catches fresh fish for our table? Farmers and fishermen show off their bounty in 

this lively look at the people who produce the food on which we all rely. Grow! Raise! Catch! 

How We Get Our Food by Shelley Rotner is filled with bright and enticing photographs, an 

accessible text, and a breakdown of the farm-to-table process.  
 

 

 

In Luna & Me, a nature lover called Butterfly saves a redwood by living up in the tree for 738 

days. Basing her story on the actual experience of forest activist Julia Butterfly Hill, a young adult 

whose tree-sit took place from December 1997 to December 1999, author Jenny Sue Kostecki-

Shaw reimagines it as the tale of a young girl and a tree with bright eyes and loving arms. 40 

pages. 

 

 
Squirrels Leap, Squirrels Sleep by April Pulley Sayre. 

Sayre introduces four types of squirrels in this rhyming, nonfiction picture book. The gray squirrel, 

the fox squirrel, the red squirrel, and the flying squirrel zigzag across the branches and the book's 

pages. "Nose for sniffing. /Jaws to chew. /Eyes for looking/back at you. 40 pages 

 

 

 

 

In Take Your Time; A Tale of Harriet, the Galapagos Tortoise by Eva Furrow a Galapagos 

tortoise learns that everyone has his or her own appropriate rhythm. Harriet, a slow-moving 

resident of one of the Galapagos Islands, endures the scolding of her neighbors, swims to 

another island "to see the penguin parade," appreciates the variety of animals over, on, in, and 

under the ground and water, tries out speed by riding on a dolphin's back, and returns with a new 

sense of self-respect.  

 

 

 

 

No One Saw; Ordinary Things Through the Eyes of an Artist by Bob 

Raczka, is a simple rhyming, repetitive text accompanied by a collection of 

reproductions of 16 works by famous painters. (“No one saw hay like Claude 

Monet. No one saw fish like Paul Klee.”) In addition to serving as an 

introduction to some of the world’s greatest artists, this book also 

communicates the point that people see the world in many different ways. This 

book would be a great read before a first trip to the art museum. 32 pages. 

 

 

 

 

In On Earth, author G. Brian Karas takes readers on “a giant ride in space/spinning like a merry-

go-round” With minimal text, the book explains in words and colorful pictures the Earth’s daily and 

yearly cycles. Although the concepts are complex, children will get a rudimentary explanation of 

the orbit, rotation and tilt of planet Earth, gravity, why we have seasons, and what happens as 

day turns into night. Vocabulary is simple for early readers, but because the scientific concepts 

are complex, some adult explanation will be welcome. 32 pages. 



Covers and descriptions used under Fair Use provision. 

 

In 1960, African-American runner Wilma Rudolph won three gold medals in the Olympic Games. 

In Quickest Kid in Clarksville, a story about teamwork and determination, author Pat Zeitlow 

Miller imagines the children Rudolph might have inspired. Alta lives in Rudolph's hometown of 

Clarksville, TN, which will be honoring the runner's victories in an upcoming parade (an author's 

note explains that the parade was the first major non-segregated event in Clarksville's history). 

Alta adores Rudolph and considers herself to be Clarksville's fastest kid, until she meets 

Charmaine, who has a brand-new pair of running shoes and boasts, "I'm faster than anyone." 40 

pages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


